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vol. 37 (2008) No. 3Book review:LAWS OF SMALL NUMBERS: EXTREME AND RAREEVENTSbyMihael Falk, Jürg Hüsler and Rolf-Dieter ReiÿThe reviewed volume is the seond edition of the seminal book, whih was�rst published in 1994. Beause of inreasing interest and many new advanesin the theory and appliations of extreme and rare events, the new edition isgreatly expanded and arefully revised. The entire new part about theory ofmultivariate extremes is added. Additionally, a lot of new results from varioussoures in statistial literature are inorporated into other parts. The mainaim of the �rst edition was to fous on a mathematially oriented developmentof the theory underlying all appliations. In the seond edition this attitudeis strengthened, e.g. the setion on the statistial software Xtremes from �rstedition was transferred to another book. In almost all hapters the authorsdevelop a general theory �rst and then they apply this theory to spei� sub�eldsand present examples of appliations.The law of small numbers is the well known result in the probability theory.It onstitutes the approximation of binomial distribution with a small probabil-ity of suess in eah run, by appropriate Poisson distribution. Famous exampleis the number of avalrymen killed by friendly horse-kik, whih was given in thefundamental book �The law of small numbers� by Ladislaus von Bortkiewiz.In this example the frequenies of number of avalrymen killed in ten partiularregiments of the Royal Prussian army over the twenty year period �t quite wellto some Poisson distribution.The authors start the Part I of their book with the history mentioned abovein order to develop a partiular extension of the law of small numbers, alled bythem the funtional laws of small numbers. This extension links some di�erent�elds, like nonparametri regression analysis and extreme value theory. Theonept is based on the following reasoning, provided by the authors: supposethat we are interested in a random sample of independent, identially distributed(iid) elements whih fall into a given subset of the sample spae. This samplemay be desribed by the trunated empirial point proess and if the probabil-ity of falling into the subset is small enough, then we ould approximate thistrunated point proess by a Poisson point proess. If the mentioned subset is



732 P. ROMANIUKloated in the entre of the distribution, the link to regression analysis may beestablished. Otherwise, if the subset is at the border, the extreme value theoryis more appropriate. In the next hapter authors present results in the extremevalue theory, whih are based on the ondition that the upper tail of the under-lying density funtion is in the δ-neighbourhood of a generalized Pareto distribu-tion. Then, starting from the example of regression analysis, where onditionaldistribution funtion is established, the relation between Poisson approximationof trunated empirial point proesses and redution of onditional statistialproblems to unonditional ones is disussed.Part II was added in the seond edition of the book. In this part the devel-opments in multivariate extreme value theory based on the Pikands represen-tations of extreme value distributions is disussed. The authors start from thebasi theory of multivariate maxima. They study the limiting distributions ofomponentwise de�ned maxima of independent identially distributed d-variaterandom vetors. These onsiderations lead them to so alled max-stable distri-bution funtions whih ould be represented as the de Haan-Resnik and thePikands representations. Similarly to the univariate ase, the multivariate,generalized Pareto density funtions are also introdued. Suh density fun-tions are among the most innovative and fruitful topis during the last years.The Pikands approah is disussed in detail in next hapters. Based on thePikands representation of multivariate extreme value density funtions, thespetral deomposition of multivariate density funtions into univariate onesusing the Pikands oordinates like distane and (pseudo)angle is presented.Then, onditions and results from the univariate setting to the multivariate oneare diretly transferred. In the next hapter, the onsiderations are restritedto bivariate random vetors. Suh approah allows to study the properties ofdistributions in more detailed way. For example, the tail dependene parame-ter, whih measures the tail dependene between two random variables, and thetest for tail independene are introdued. Also for these problems the Pikandsapproah turns out to be very fruitful. This part of the book �nishes withsupplementary disussion on point proess approah used for exeedanes andupper order statistis.Part III is devoted to development of the rare events theory for non iid obser-vations. Appliations of this theory may be found in risk analysis, teleommu-niation modelling and �nane investigations. The authors start from some ex-amples whih provide motivation extension of the lassial extreme value theoryfor iid sequenes to a theory of non iid sequenes. They introdue some lassesof various non iid sequenes. Then the general theory of extremes and exe-edanes of high boundaries by nonstationary random sequenes is introdued.In the following hapter the results for stationary and loally stationary Gaus-sian proesses are disussed. Espeially interesting in ase of simulations andapproximations may be the relation between the ontinuous Gaussian proessand its disrete approximation. Then the disussion about some extensions togeneral rare events is provided. In suh ase the authors use triangular arrays of



Book review: Laws of Small Numbers: Extreme and Rare Events 733the rare events approah. In the last hapter a few nonstandard appliations ofthe previously developed theory are summarized, like the statistial estimationof the luster distribution and of the extremal index in a stationary situation.The reviewed book provides a very good survey of theory and appliations ofextremes and rare events. The readers should be very familiar with basi theoryof probability. Additional knowledge in point proesses and Gaussian proessesmay be also useful. The theory presented in this book is very detailed, deve-lopments disussed are quite diverse and the desribed results are very various.The mathematial rigour of notation is worth stressing, like the mathematialstritness of the language. However, some titles of setions are more �popularly�written (like �Why the Hellinger Distane?�, for example). Almost every hapteronsists of introdutory theory, review of mathematial results, like proven lem-mas and theorems, and presentation of some appliations where the disussedtheory is used.The book, as a monograph of some sort, is useful for both students andresearhers. Taking into aount the wide range of the results and the theoryitself presented in this book, it should be reommended for readers interestedin various �avours of the theory and appliations of extremes and rare events.Maiej RomaniukMihael Falk, Jürg Hüsler and Rolf-Dieter Reiÿ, Laws of Small Num-bers: Extreme and Rare Events. Seond, revised and extended edition.Birkhäuser Verlag, Basel�Boston�Berlin, 2004. XIII + 376 pages. ISBN978-3-7643-2416-2. Prie: 39.90 EUR + VAT (softover).


